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Abstrat
Smooth spaetimes possessing a (global) one-parameter group of isometries and an assoi-
ated Killing horizon in Einstein's theory of gravity are investigated. No assumption onerning
the asymptoti struture is made, thereby, the seleted spaetimes may be onsidered as generi
distorted stationary blak holes. First, spaetimes of arbitrary dimension, n ≥ 3, with matter
satisfying the dominant energy ondition and allowing non-zero osmologial onstant are inves-
tigated. In this part omplete haraterisation of the topology of the event horizon of distorted
blak holes is given. It is shown that the topology of the event horizon of distorted blak holes
is allowed to possess a muh larger variety than that of the isolated blak hole ongurations. In
the seond part, 4-dimensional (non-degenerate) eletrova distorted blak hole spaetimes are
onsidered. It is shown that the spaetime geometry and the eletromagneti eld are uniquely
determined in the blak hole region one the geometry of the bifuration surfae and one of
the eletromagneti potentials are speied there. Conditions guaranteeing the same type of
determinay, in a neighbourhood of the event horizon, on the domain of outer ommuniation
side are also investigated. In partiular, they are shown to be satised in the analyti ase.
1 Introdution
The most signiant part of our insight into blak holes originates from the study of the well-known
Shwarzshild and Kerr blak holes. Aording to the powerful blak hole uniqueness theorems
(see e.g. Refs. [10, 11, 7, 30℄) they are known to be the only asymptotially at stationary blak
hole solutions of the vauum Einstein equations. On one hand, the requirement of asymptotially
atness is natural to be imposed whenever one is interested in the properties of blak holes whih
are ompletely isolated in spae. On the other hand, it is also of great importane to know how
these isolated blak holes might be distorted by external matter or other mass distributions as it has
to happen in all physially realisti situations. Therefore, it is of ruial interest to determine all
the possible distorted blak hole solutions and also to provide a lear haraterisation of them. In
this paper we nd all stationary distorted blak holes in Einstein theory of gravity, moreover, some
of their generi properties are also investigated.
To understand our motivations in setting up the mathematial framework we shall apply let us
reall rst that a key result in the blak holes uniqueness proofs is the so-alled blak hole rigidity
∗
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theorem of Hawking [29, 30℄, whih asserts that, in Einstein's theory of gravity, the event horizon
of an analyti stationary asymptotially at eletrova blak hole spaetime is neessarily a Killing
horizon, i.e., the spaetime must possess a Killing eld (possibly distint from the asymptotially
stationary Killing eld) whih is normal to the event horizon. A onsequene of this result is that in
an asymptotially at stationary (non-stati) blak hole spaetime there exists an additional axial
Killing vetor eld, i.e., a stationary blak hole spaetime is either stati or stationary axisymmetri.
With the help of these results the uniqueness of eletrova blak holes an be proved by showing the
uniqueness of solutions to an ellipti boundary value problem [34, 35, 10, 11, 42, 7℄ where the ellipti
equations are derived from the Einstein's equations on the spae (or on a suitable fator spae) of
the t = const hypersurfaes while the boundary values are speied at loations orresponding to
the bifuration surfae of the event horizon and at spaelike innity [7℄. It was (impliitly) assumed
in the orresponding arguments that in the non-degenerate ase the blak hole event horizon is a
bifurate type Killing horizon. The validity of this assumption has been justied by a series of papers
for the smooth geometrial setting either for generi metri theories of gravity [50, 51℄ or in general
relativity with the inlusion of various matter elds [19, 52℄.
Reently, the above realled lassi result of Hawking has been generalised to the ase of higher
dimensional stationary blak hole spaetimes by Hollands, Ishibashi and Wald [33℄. In partiular,
it was justied by them that the event horizon of an asymptotially at analyti stationary (non-
degenerate) blak hole must be a Killing horizon even in the ase of higher dimensional spaetimes.
Therefore, there seems to be no loss of generality in representing generi stationary distorted blak
holes by spaetimes possessing a Killing horizon whih will be done in this paper. It seems also to
be reasonable that in a framework suitable to investigate the properties of distorted stationary blak
holes the assumption of asymptoti atness should be relaxed. Therefore, no restrition onerning
the asymptoti struture will be imposed whih, in partiular, means we shall not restrit our
onsiderations to asymptotially at or asymptotially (loally) anti-de-Sitter spaetimes.
Obviously, the blak hole uniqueness results exlude the possibility of having, e.g. asymptotially
at stationary vauum blak hole solutions other than the members of the Kerr-family. Nevertheless,
the more generi lass of spaetimes we are dealing with ontains all of those ongurations whih
may be relevant in the ontext of distorted blak holes. Reall that all the stati axially symmetri
vauum distorted blak hole ongurations are known and their properties have been studied
extensivelyfor more details onerning these spaetimes see, e.g., Refs. [36, 41, 49, 28, 12, 45,
20, 31, 21, 14, 58, 22℄. A limited sublass of eletrova stati axisymmetri distorted blak hole
spaetimes has also been desribed and investigated in [14℄. Originally the stati distorted blak
hole solutions were onsidered to be relevant only loally by representing a blak hole solution yielded
by the distortion of the Shwarzshild solution by ertain external mass distributions. Nevertheless,
later it was also notied that the generi distorted stati blak hole spaetimes might also play an
important role in ontext of four (or higher) dimensional blak holes whenever one (or some) of the
spaelike dimensions is (or are) ompatied (see e.g. Refs. [45, 31, 21℄).
In this paper spaetimes admitting a global one-parameter family of isometry ations and an
assoiated Killing horizon will be investigated in Einstein's theory of gravity. In the rst part the
topology of the Killing (or event) horizon of these spaetimes will be onsidered. In this part the
spaetime dimension will be assumed to be arbitrary (n ≥ 3), moreover, onerning the matter
ontent only the dominant energy ondition will be required to be satised and we shall also allow
the inlusion of non-zero osmologial onstant. It is shown then that the topology of the Killing
(or event) horizon is muh less restrited than that of the isolated blak hole ongurations. In
partiular, in ase of a 4-dimensional spaetime with non-positive osmologial onstant1 whenever
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the smooth global ross-setions of the horizon are onvex on the averagein the sense that the null
geodesi ongruenes transverse to the event horizon are guaranteed to be non-ontrating on the
average towards the domain of outer ommuniationthey possess the topology of either a sphere
or a torus, while the global ross-setions may be of higher genus ompat orientable 2-surfaes
whenever the osmologial onstant is positive.
In the seond part, attention will be restrited to the ase of 4-dimensional eletrova distorted
blak hole spaetimes with non-degenerate Killing horizon. By making use of a ombination of
the Newman-Penrose formalism [47℄ and that of the null harateristi initial value formulation of
Friedrih [16℄ the true physial degrees of freedom of the seleted lass of stationary eletrova blak
holes will be explored. It is shown that the geometry and the eletromagneti eld in the blak hole
region of eah of these spaetimes are uniquely determined by the speiation of the 2-metri of the
ross-setions of the event horizon, along with that of one of the eletromagneti potentials there.
Within the Newman-Penrose formalism a redued set of quasilinear rst order partial dierential
equations (PDEs) are derived whih determine the spaetime metri and the eletromagneti eld
on both sides of the event horizon. Then onditions guaranteeing the unique determinay of the
investigated distorted blak hole spaetimesin terms of the 2-metri of the bifuration surfae and
that of one of the eletromagneti potentials there, in a neighbourhood of the event horizon, on
the domain of outer ommuniation side are also investigated. In partiular, it is shown that the
relevant rst order quasilinear PDEs do possess unique solutions on domain of outer ommuniation
side in the analyti ase. We would like to emphasise that sine the initial dataonsisting of the
2-metri of the bifuration surfae and the relevant eletromagneti potentialis ompletely free,
thereby the assoiated spaetimes do not possess any spaetime symmetry besides the one assoiated
with the Killing horizon whene, in partiular, they need not be axially symmetri either.
This paper is organised as follows: In Setion 2 we speify the lass of blak hole spaetimes to
whih our main results apply. Setion 3 starts by providing an introdution of the notions of elemen-
tary spaetime regions and Gaussian null oordinates. The following part, Setion 4, is devoted to
the study of the topologial properties of the seleted spaetimes. Then, in Setion 5, some details of
the applied mathematial tehniques and the relevant results will be realled. This part is followed
by an immediate appliation of the assoiated tehniques to the seleted lass of four dimensional
vauum stationary blak hole spaetimes. Setion 6 is to summarise the main features of the inves-
tigated blak hole spaetimes, while in Setion 7 the onsequenes of the dierenes whih will show
up in the eletrova ase, with or without the inlusion of non-zero osmologial onstant, will be
disussed briey. Setion 8 ontains our nal remarks and the addressing of some open issues.
2 Preliminaries
Throughout this paper a spaetime (M, gab) is taken to be an n-dimensional (n ≥ 3), smooth,
paraompat, onneted, orientable manifold M endowed with a smooth Lorentzian metri gab of
signature (+,−, . . . ,−). It is assumed that (M, gab) is time orientable and that a time orientation
has been hosen.
In the rst part of this paper a spaetime (M, gab) will only be assumed to satisfy the Einstein
equations
Rab − 1
2
gabR+ Λ˜gab = 8πTab, (2.1)
where Λ˜ stands for the osmologial onstant, with energy-momentum tensor, Tab, satisfying the
dominant energy ondition. Reall that the dominant energy ondition is said to be satised if for
all future direted timelike vetor ξa the ontration T abξ
b
is future direted timelike or null vetor
[59℄.
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As indiated above in the seond part 4-dimensional eletrova spaetimes will be onsidered.
The eletromagneti eld is assumed to be represented by a 2-form eld Fab whih satises, in
addition to (2.1), the Maxwell equations
∇aFab = 0 and ∇[aF bc] = 0, (2.2)
moreover, the energy momentum tensor, on the r.h.s. of (2.1), is supposed to take the form
Tab = − 1
4π
[
F eaF b
e − 1
4
gab
(
F efF
ef
)]
, (2.3)
whih automatially satises the dominant energy ondition.
Throughout this paper it is assumed that the spaetime (M, gab) admits a (global) one-parameter
group of isometries, χu, generated by a Killing vetor eld K
a
. It will be also required that χu admits
a Killing horizon. Reall that a null hypersurfae N of M is a Killing horizon, with respet to χu,
whenever N is invariant under the ation of χu, moreover, Ka is null on N . We shall assume that
K
a
is future direted on N , moreover, for simpliity, N will be assumed to be onneted. Following
[50℄, it will also be required that χu has no xed point on N , furthermore, N is smooth admitting
a smooth global ross-setion Z. This, in partiular, means that the orbits of χu are dieomorphi
to R, moreover, eah orbit of χu interset Z preisely one, i.e., N neessarily possesses the produt
spae struture R×Z. Finally, in order to restrit our attention to blak hole type ongurations,
we shall assume that Z is an orientable n− 2-dimensional ompat manifold with no boundary.
Denition 2.1 Hereafter, the spaetimes satisfying all the above generi onditions will be referred
to as spaetimes of lass A, while the speial 4-dimensional eletrova spaetimes will be referred to
as spaetimes of lass B if the eletromagneti eld, Fab, is also invariant under the ation of the
one-parameter group of isometries, χu.
Clearly, eah spaetime of lass B also belongs to the set of spaetimes of lass A.
3 Gaussian null oordinates
Consider now a smooth spaetime (M, gab) of lass A and the 1-parameter family of smooth ross-
setions Zu = χu[Z] of N . Choose then La to be the unique future direted null vetor eld on N
whih is everywhere orthogonal to the 2-dimensional ross-setions Zu and satises the normalising
ondition L
a
Ka = 1 everywhere on N . Consider now the null geodesis starting at the points of
N with tangent La. Sine N was assumed to be smooth, as well as, the vetor elds Ka and La
on N by onstrution are also smooth, these geodesis do not interset in a suiently small open
neighbourhood O ⊂ M of N . Suh a neighbourhood O of N will be referred to as elementary
spaetime region . By hoosing r to be the ane parameter along the null geodesis starting at the
points of N with tangent La and synhronised so that r = 0 on N we get a smooth real funtion
r : O → R. The funtion u : N → R, whih is smooth by onstrution, an also be smoothly extended
onto O by requiring its value to be onstant along the null geodesis with tangent La = (∂/∂r)a.
Let us denote also by K
a
the assoiated oordinate basis eld, i.e., K
a = (∂/∂u)
a
.
Now, based on the smooth null hypersurfae N , and the funtions u, r : O → R already dened
on O, Gaussian null oordinates (u, r, x3, . . . , xn) an be dened on suitable subsets O˜ of O, whih
omprise by themselves elementary spaetime neighbourhoods of ertain subsetions, N˜ , of N as
follows. Let us hoose, rst, Z˜ to be a onneted open subset of the ross-setion Z on whih loal
oordinates
(
x3, . . . , xn
)
an be dened. Choose, furthermore, N˜ be that subset of N whih is span
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by the null generators of N through the points of Z˜. Extend, then, the funtions x3, . . . , xn, rst
from Z˜ onto N˜ , and, seond, from N˜ to O˜onsisting of exatly those points of O whih an be
ahieved along the null geodesis starting on N˜ with tangent Laso that their values are kept to be
onstant, rst along the generators of N˜ , seond along the null geodesis with tangent La = (∂/∂r)a.
Sine by onstrution the vetor eld L
a = (∂/∂r)
a
is everywhere tangent to null geodesis we
have that grr = 0 throughout O˜. Moreover, we also have that the metri funtions gru, gr3, . . . , grn
are independent of the r-oordinate, i.e. gru = 1, gr3 = . . . = grn = 0 throughout O˜. In addition, as
a diret onsequene of the above onstrution, guu and guA vanish on N˜ . Hene, within O˜, there
exist smooth funtions f and hA, with f | eN = (∂guu/∂r) |r=0 and hA| eN = (∂guA/∂r) |r=0, so that
the spaetime metri in O˜ takes the form
ds2 = r · fdu2 + 2drdu + 2r · hAdudxA + gABdxAdxB , (3.1)
where f , hA and gAB are smooth funtions of the oordinates r, x
3, . . . , xn in O˜ suh that gAB is a
negative denite (n− 2)× (n− 2) matrix, and the upperase Latin indies take the values 3, . . . , n.
It is straightforward to see that, in the present ase, the funtions f , hA and gAB depend only
on the oordinates r, x3, . . . , xn in O˜. Notie rst that sine χu maps the null hypersurfae N into
itself, geodesis into geodesis, and preserves ane parametrisation, in partiular, it is mapping
all the null geodesis starting at the points of N with tangent La, whih were used to set up our
Gaussian null oordinate system, into geodesis belonging to the same family. Thereby, χu maps
the r = const, xA = const oordinate lines, with tangent Ka into themselves. Aordingly, u is an
adapted Killing oordinate, i.e., all the smooth funtions f, hA and gAB appearing in (3.1) have to
be u-independent.
Hereafter, we shall present our arguments only in domains where Gaussian null oordinates an be
dened as above. It worth keeping in mind, however, that an elementary spaetime neighbourhood
O an always be overed by sub-regions where Gaussian null oordinates an be dened. By pathing
these type of oordinate domains the loal results derived in one of these oordinate domains an
always be seen to be valid in the assoiated elementary spaetime region.
4 The topology of the event horizon
This setion is to explore all those restritions that follow from the eld equations on the possible
topologial properties of smooth ross-setions of the event horizon of generi distorted stationary
blak hole spaetimes.
Let us start by realling that in ase of asymptotially at four dimensional stationary blak hole
spaetimes there is a fundamental result, due to also Hawking [29℄, asserting that, whenever the
dominant energy ondition is satised smooth ross-setions of the event horizon neessarily possesses
the topology S2. This result of Hawking has been generalised to the ase of asymptotially (loally)
anti-de-Sitter spaetimes (see, e.g., [23, 37℄ and also [24, 25℄ for higher dimensional generalisations).
Reall that under the assumption of asymptoti atness and the dominant energy ondition for
matter elds (with zero osmologial onstant) it was also proved by Gannon [26℄ that a smooth
ross-setion of the event horizon of a strongly future asymptotially preditable blak hole must
be either a 2-sphere or a torus. Our aim in this setion is to arry out the analogous investigations
whenever no restrition onerning the asymptoti behaviour of the blak hole ongurations is
imposed. It will be shown that the topology of the event horizon of the generi distorted blak
holes is not as restrited as that of the aforementioned isolated blak hole ongurations.
The following two lemmas are immediate onsequenes of the fat that N is a Killing horizon
with respet to the Killing vetor eld K
a = (∂/∂u)a, whih also implies, in partiular, that the null
5
geodesi generators of N are expansion and shear free. Notie that in this ase the spae of the
Killing orbits on N may also be endowed with the natural Riemannian struture (Z,−gAB).
Lemma 4.1 Suppose that (M, gab) is a spaetime of lass A. Then, the ontration TabK
a
K
b
is
identially zero on N .
Proof Sine K
a
is null on N it follows from the Einstein's equations (2.1) that
RabK
a
K
b = 8πTabK
a
K
b
(4.1)
holds on N . This, along with the fat that RabKaKb is identially zero on N (whih an be veried
by a diret alulation arried out in the above introdued Gaussian null oordinates and by making
use of the u-independentness of the funtions f, hA and gAB) justies then the above laim.
Sine the Killing vetor eld K
a
is normal to N and KaKa = 0 on N there must exist a funtion2
κ◦ : N → R dened by the following equation
1
2
∇a (KeKe) = −κ◦Ka. (4.2)
As an immediate onsequene of (4.2) we have that κ◦ is onstant along the null geodesi generators
of N . The following lemma justies that under the assumption that the Einstein's equations are
satised and the dominant energy ondition for matter elds holds the value of κ◦ does not hange
from generator to generator.
Lemma 4.2 Suppose that (M, gab) is a spaetime of lass A. Then, the funtion κ◦ is onstant
throughout N , moreover, the vetor T abKb points in the diretion of Ka on N .
Proof Let (O˜, gab| eO) be a neighbourhood of N˜ ⊂ N , overed by Gaussian null oordinates(
u, r, x3, . . . , xn
)
. Sine K
a
is normal to the oordinate basis eld
(
∂/∂xA
)a
on N˜ it follows from
the Einstein's equations (2.1) that
RabK
a
(
∂
∂xA
)b
= 8πTabK
a
(
∂
∂xA
)b
(4.3)
there. Moreover, sine matter elds are assumed to satisfy the dominant energy ondition the vetor
eld T abK
b
has to be future direted timelike or null on N . On the other hand, as we have seen
above TabK
a
K
b = 0 on N whih implies that T abKb must point in the diretion of Ka.
It follows then that TabK
a
(
∂/∂xA
)b
has to vanish on N˜ . Hene, by making use of the u-
independentness of the funtions f, hA and gAB we get, in the underlying Gaussian null oordinates,
that (4.3) simplies to
∂f
∂xA
= 0, (4.4)
on N˜ . In virtue of (3.1) and (4.2) we have that κ◦ = − 12f , whih along with (4.4), implies then
that κ◦ has to be onstant throughout N˜ . Obviously, the onstant value of κ◦ has to be the same
on overlapping Gaussian oordinate domains whih justies, nally, the above laim.
In onsequene of (4.2) we also have that K
a = (∂/∂u)a satises
K
a∇aKb = κ◦Kb (4.5)
2
This funtion, playing the role of surfae gravity, is denoted by κ◦ not to be onfused with the spin-oeient κ
of the Newman-Penrose formalism [47℄ whih will be applied in our later disussions.
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onN . Thereby, the null geodesi generators ofNwhih are omplete with respet to the parameter
uare null geodesially omplete if κ◦ = 0 (in this ase the horizon is alled to be degenerate),
whereas, if κ◦ happens to be nonzero the generators of N are geodesially omplete only in one
diretion. In the later ase both the event horizon N and the assoiated generi blak hole spaetime
are alled to be non-degenerate.
Motivated by the observation that the blak hole region of a stationary isolated blak hole
is always bounded by a future event horizon, hereafter, we shall assume that N is a future event
horizon.
3
This implies, in partiular, that in the non-degenerate aseN is generated by null geodesis
whih are geodesially omplete to the future but inomplete to the past, moreover, we also have
that κ◦ = − 12f |N is a positive real number.
It is also important to note that Lemma4.2, in partiular, relation (4.4) justies that the zeroth
law of blak hole thermodynamis generalise straightforwardly to the distorted blak hole spaetimes
studied here.
Proposition 4.1 Suppose that (M, gab) is a spaetime of lass A. Then, on the smooth global ross-
setion Z of N the relation∫
Z
R
(n−2)
ǫ
Z
≤
∫
Z
[
2Λ˜ + κ◦ · gCD∂rgCD + 1
2
hEh
E
]
ǫ
Z
(4.6)
is satised, where R
(n−2)
and ǫ
Z
denote the salar urvature and the volume element assoiated with
the negative denite n− 2-metri gAB on Z.
Proof We shall prove this statement by making use of the ur omponent of the Einstein tensor in
the applied Gaussian null oordinate system
(
u, r, x3, . . . , xn
)
. It an be veried by diret alulations
that on N the relation
Gur = −1
2
(
∇(n−2)A hA +R
(n−2)
+
f
2
· gCD∂rgCD − 1
2
hEh
E
)
(4.7)
holds, where∇(n−2)A denotes the ovariant derivative assoiated with the negative denite n−2-metri
gAB, moreover, in all the applied raising of indies this metri has been used.
Reall, then, that K
a
is null and future direted on N . Hene, in virtue of the dominant energy
ondition along with the onlusion of Lemma4.2, we have that T abK
b
is future direted and parallel
to K
a
, i.e., there exists a non-negative funtion ϕ : N → R so that
T abK
b = ϕKa. (4.8)
By ontrating this relation with La, and taking into aount that gur = L
a
Ka = 1, we get
Tur = TabK
a
L
b = ϕ ≥ 0. (4.9)
This later relation, along with (4.7) and the Einstein's equations (2.1), implies then that
Gur + Λ˜gur = −1
2
(
∇(n−2)A hA +R
(n−2)
+
f
2
· gCD∂rgCD − 1
2
hEh
E
)
+ Λ˜ ≥ 0. (4.10)
Sine Z has been assumed to be an orientable ompat manifold with no boundary relation (4.6)
immediately follows then.
3
We would like to emphasise that analogous argumentsleading to the same onlusions as derived belowapply
whenever N is assumed to be a past event horizon.
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There are important onsequenes of the above result restriting the topologial harater of the
ross-setions of the event horizon of distorted blak holes. To see this we need to investigate rst
the ontribution of the integral
∫
Z κ◦ · gCD∂rgCDǫZ to the r.h.s. of (4.6). In doing so notie rst
that the term gCD∂rgCD an be related to the null expansion θ(L) = ∇aLa of the null geodesi
ongruene with tangent eld L
a
as
θ(L) = g
CD∂rgCD. (4.11)
Seond, it follows from (4.2) that if the event horizon N is non-degenerate the norm of the Killing
eld hange sign on N . Thereby, in the non-degenerate ase, Ka has to be timelike on the side of
N , (at least) in a suiently small open neighbourhood of N , whihin onsequene of the fat
that N was hosen to be a future event horizonhas to belong to the hronologial past I−[N ] of
N in O. We shall refer to the orresponding part of O as the domain of outer ommuniation with
respet to N , and the assoiated region will be denoted by DN , if∫
Z
θ(L)ǫZ ≤ 0 . (4.12)
Notie that this denition of the domain of outer ommuniation is ompatible with the following
intuitive piture. Consider the null hypersurfae N T , interseting N transversely at Z, whih is
generated by null geodesis starting at the points of the ross-setion Z with tangent La. Sine N T
is smooth in O it an be smoothly foliated there by (n − 2)-dimensional surfaes, Zr, dened as
the r = const ross-setions of N T . Then, if the area A(Zr) =
∫
Zr ǫZr of these ross-setions is
non-dereasing towards the domain where K
a
is timelike we onsider the assoiated domain as being
outer with respet to N . To see that, in fat, this simple geometri idea was applied in the above
denition reall that
dA(Zr)
dr
|Z =
∫
Z
£L (ǫZ ) =
∫
Z
θ(L)ǫZ , (4.13)
moreover, that L
a
is future direted on N .
Hereafter we shall assume that N is either degenerate or it is non-degenerate but lies on the
boundary of the domain of outer ommuniation, DN . In the latter ase, the ross-setion Z may
also be alled to be onvex on the average from the diretion of DN . Notie that even in this
ase Z need not to be everywhere onvex, i.e., there may be subsets of Z so that on these subsets
the null geodesis interseting Z transversely are loally onverging towards the diretion of DN .
Nevertheless, the most important onsequene of all above is that whenever N is either degenerate,
with κ◦ = 0, or it is non-degenerate, with κ◦ > 0, but N lies on the boundary of the domain of
outer ommuniation the integral
∫
Z κ◦ · gCD∂rgCDǫZ on the r.h.s. of (4.6) has to be smaller than
or equal to zero.
Taking, then, into aount that gAB is negative denite and summarising what we have justied
above the following resultwhih is in aordane with the ndings of Galloway and Shoen [24, 25℄
in ase of stationary blak hole spaetimes with everywhere onvex horizonsan be seen to hold
whih also provides generalisations of some of the results of [32℄ for the higher dimensional ase.
Corollary 4.1 Suppose that (M, gab) is a spaetime of lass A. Assume, furthermore, that N is
either degenerate or it is non-degenerate but lies on the boundary of the domain of outer ommuni-
ation DN . Then, for any smooth global ross-setion Z of N we have that∫
Z
R
(n−2)
ǫ
Z
≤ 2Λ˜ · A(Z) . (4.14)
In the partiular ase of a 4-dimensional spaetime the relation KG = − 12R
(2)
of the Gaussian and
salar urvatures of a 2-dimensional global ross-setion Z, along with the Gauss-Bonnet theorem,
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implies that
2πχ
Z
= 4π(1− g
Z
) =
∫
Z
KGǫZ = −
1
2
∫
Z
R
(2)
ǫ
Z
, (4.15)
where χ
Z
and g
Z
denote the Euler harateristi and the genus of Z, respetively. Thereby, as an
immediate onsequene of Cor. 4.1 we also have.
Corollary 4.2 Suppose that (M, gab) is a 4-dimensional spaetime of lass A. Assume, furthermore,
that N is either degenerate or it is non-degenerate but lies on the boundary of the domain of outer
ommuniation DN . Then, whenever the osmologial onstant (in our signature) is non-positive,
Λ˜ ≤ 0, any smooth global ross-setion Z of N must possess the topology of either a sphere or a
torus, while Z may be a ompat orientable 2-surfae of genus g
Z
> 1 whenever Λ˜ > 0.
We would like to emphasise that in ase of degenerate horizons (with κ◦ = 0) the onlusions of
the above orollaries remain valid regardless whether N lies on the boundary of a domain of outer
ommuniation or not.
Let us nally onsider a spaetime of lass A with non-positive osmologial onstant, Λ˜ ≤ 0,
and assume that it possesses a horizon with a ross-setion Z so that ∫Z R(n−2)ǫZ = 0. Notie that
then besides the onlusion of Cor. 4.1 it also follows immediately from (4.6) and (4.14) that Λ˜ has
to be zero, moreover, either κ◦ or
∫
Z θ(L), as well as, hE have to vanish identially on N . This, in
the partiular ase of a 4-dimensional spaetime, implies that if the osmologial onstant is stritly
negative, then any smooth global ross-setion Z of N must possess the topology of a 2-sphere.
5 Distorted blak hole spaetimes of lass B
As we have seen above the null geodesi generators of the future event horizon of a (non-degenerate)
distorted blak hole spaetime are geodesially inomplete to the past. Appealing then to the results
of [50, 51℄ (see also [19, 52℄) it an be shown that to any (non-degenerate) blak hole spaetime
(M, gab) of lass A the open neighbourhood O of the (future) event horizon, N , an always be
hosen to be suiently small so that the subspaetime (O, gab|O), onsidered now as a spaetime
on its own right, an be extended. In partiular, the existene of a smooth extension (O∗, g∗ab) of
(O, gab|O) an be shown so that (O∗, g∗ab) possesses a bifurate null surfae, H∗i.e., H∗ is the union
of two null hypersurfaes, H1 and H2, whih interset on an n − 2-dimensional spaelike surfae,
Zsuh that N orresponds to the portion of H1 that lies to the ausal future of Z.
Furthermore, in the partiular ase of a (non-degenerate) blak hole spaetime (M, gab) of lass
B, i.e., in ase of a 4-dimensional eletrova blak hole spaetime it an also be guaranteed that
the extended spaetime (O∗, g∗ab) possesses a wedge reetion symmetry, moreover, the vetor eld
K
a
and the eletromagneti eld Fab extend from O to elds K∗a and F ∗ab on O∗ so that the Lie
derivatives LK∗g∗ab and LK∗F ∗ab vanish identially on O∗ [51℄ (see also [52, 53, 54℄).
Due to the extension proess it an easily be seen that the null generators of both of the null
hypersurfaes,H1 andH2, omprising the bifurate type event horizonH∗, are geodesially omplete,
i.e., they extend arbitrary large values of their ane parameters. Starting now, for instane, by the
null geodesially omplete hypersurfae H1 one may repeat the onstrution yielding an elementary
spaetime neighbourhood and assoiated Gaussian null oordinate systems. It is straightforward
to verifyby realling the details of the extension proess (see [50, 51℄)that the entire of O∗
immediately gives rise to an elementary spaetime neighbourhood of H1.
In the rest of this paper we have restrit our onsiderations to distorted eletrova blak hole
spaetimes of lass B. Sine hereafter we shall frequently refer to results of [47℄ and [16℄ both of
whih works refer to the Gaussian null oordinates
(
u, r, x3, x4
)
in a slightly dierent ontext than
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we have done in the previous part of this paper before proeeding we shall make the following
simple hanges in our notations. Hereafter the formerly dened Gaussian null oordinates will be
hatted. In partiular, the Killing parameter assoiated with the horizon Killing vetor eld K
a
will
be denoted by uˆ. Similarly, the ane parameter along the null geodesis starting at the points of
N with tangent La and synhronised so that it vanishes on N will be denoted as rˆ. Adopting this
notation a synhronised ane parametrisation of the null geodesi generators of N = J+[Z] ∩ H1
an then be given as
u = eκ◦uˆ. (5.1)
The assoiated parallelly propagated tangent vetor eld ka = (∂/∂u)
a
on N an be related to Ka
as
ka =
1
κ◦
e−κ◦uˆKa =
1
κ◦u
K
a. (5.2)
Aording to this hoie the ane parameter u takes positive values, u > 0 onN , while the assoiated
Killing parameter uˆ runs from −∞ to ∞. Nevertheless, u an be extended immediately onto H1
so that it will be an ane parameter everywhere along the null geodesi generators of H1 and also
whih has been synhronised so that u = 0 orresponds to Z.
By repeating the basi points of the onstrution applied in Setion 3, based on the 1-parameter
family of smooth ross-setions Zu = {p ∈ H1|u(p) = u ∈ R} of H1 the base manifold O∗ an be
seen to be an elementary spaetime region. Moreover, Gaussian null oordinates,
(
u, r, x3, x4
)
, an
be introdued on suitable subsets, O˜, of O∗. The most signiant dierenes are the following. First,
the omponents of the metri, the smooth funtions f, hA and gAB, appearing in the line element
(3.1) will not be independent of the u-oordinate as for the oordinate basis eld ka = (∂/∂u)a need
not to be a Killing vetor eld. Seond, while O∗ an be overed by the Gaussian null oordinate
pathes, {O˜}, the formerly dened Gaussian null oordinates (uˆ, rˆ, xˆ3, xˆ4), based on the use of the
horizon Killing vetor eld K
a = (∂/∂uˆ)a, an be dened only on the part, O˜+, of eah O˜ with
u > 0.
It an be heked then that the oordinates  r  and  rˆ , whih are ane parameters along the
null geodesis with tangents la and La in O˜+, respetively, anin virtue of the relations la = gab∇bu
and L
a = gab∇buˆbe related as
rˆ = κ◦ur. (5.3)
5.1 The Newman-Penrose formalism
In deriving the main results of the rest of this paper we are going to apply a ombination of the
Newman-Penrose formalism [47℄ and the null harateristi initial value formulation of Einstein's
theory of gravity, as it was worked out in details by Friedrih [16℄ (see also [17, 18℄ for related
investigations). Thereby, it seems to be useful to reall the relation between the geometrial setting
assoiated with the above introdued Gaussian null oordinates and the fundamental layout of the
Newman-Penrose formalism [47℄ and that of [16℄ whih is done in this subsetion.
The ontravariant form of the spaetime metri, given in the form of (3.1) in a Gaussian null
oordinate system (u, r, x3, x4) overing the part O˜ of an elementary spaetime region O, an be
given as
gαβ =

 0 1 01 grr grB
0 gAr gAB

 . (5.4)
Choosing now, as it was done in [47℄, real-valued funtions U , XA and omplex-valued funtions ω,
ξA on O˜ suh that
grr = 2(U − ωω¯), grA = XA − (ω¯ξA + ωξ¯A), gAB = −(ξAξ¯B + ξ¯AξB), (5.5)
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and setting
lµ = δµr, n
µ = δµu + Uδ
µ
r +X
AδµA, m
µ = ωδµr + ξ
AδµA, (5.6)
we obtain a omplex null tetrad {la, na,ma,ma} in O˜. We require that U , XA, and ω vanish on
H˜1 whih guaranties that na is tangent to the generators of H˜1, na = ka there, moreover, ma
and ma are everywhere tangent to the ross-setions Z˜u of H˜1. In the following we shall onsider
the derivatives of funtions in the diretion of the frame vetors dened above and denote the
orresponding operators in O˜ by
D = ∂/∂r, ∆ = ∂/∂u+ U · ∂/∂r +XA · ∂/∂xA, δ = ω · ∂/∂r + ξA · ∂/∂xA. (5.7)
To simplify the Newman-Penrose equation a part of the remaining gauge freedom an be xed, as
it was already done in [47℄, by assuming that the tetrad {la, na,ma,ma} is parallelly propagated
along the null geodesis with tangent la = (∂/∂r)
a
in O˜. These assumptions guarantee that for the
spin oeients, orresponding to this spei hoie of omplex null tetrad, κ = π = ε = 0, ρ = ρ,
τ = α + β hold everywhere in O˜. Moreover, sine we have hosen na so that ne∇ena = 0 along
the generators of H˜1 the spin oeient ν, by its denition, is guaranteed to vanish on H˜1. Finally,
sine u is an ane parameter along the generators of H˜1, e.g., in virtue of (4.14) of [52℄, we also
have that γ + γ = 0 thereon. In this ase we an also apply a rotation of the form ma → eiφma,
where φ : H˜1 → R is a suitably hosen real funtion, so that the spin oeient γ will, in turn,
vanish everywhere on H˜1.
5.2 The null harateristi formulation
We would like to emphasise that the gauge hoies we have made so far are exatly the same as
those were used in [16℄, hene, all of the results of Friedrih's formalism an be applied. Here we
start by the investigation of the pure vauum ase with vanishing osmologial onstant. Later, in
Setion 7, it will be shown how the tehniques applied below extend to spaetimes with non-zero
osmologial onstant and with a soure free eletromagneti eld.
Reall rst that the pertinent Newman-Penrose equations
4
, (NP.6.10a)-(NP.6.10h), (NP.6.11a)-
(NP.6.11r) and (NP.6.12a)-(NP.6.12h), taking them as rst order partial dierential equations, with
respet to Gaussian null oordinates, (u, r, x3, x4) in O˜, for the vetor valued variable
V = (ξA, ω,XA, U ; ρ, σ, τ, α, β, γ, λ, µ, ν; Ψ0,Ψ1,Ψ2,Ψ3,Ψ4) (5.8)
are overdetermined simply beause there are more equations than unknowns. Nevertheless, as it was
proved by Friedrih [16℄, by taking aside some of the Newman-Penrose equations and taking linear
ombinations some of them the following redued set of vauum eld equations
5
D ξA = ρ ξA + σ ξ
A
(FR.1)
Dω = ρω + σ ω − τ (FR.2)
DXA = τ ξ
A
+ τ ξA (FR.3)
DU = τ ω + τ ω − (γ+γ) (FR.4)
D ρ = ρ2 + σ σ (FR.5)
4
To avoid the steady itation of this fundamental work of Newman and Penrose [47℄ throughout this paper the
equations referred to as (NP.6.`a ombination of a number & a lowerase letter') are always meant to be the original
equations listed as (6.`a ombination of a number & a lowerase letter') in [47℄.
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To distinguish these equations from others applied in this paper, we shall label the nth redued equation as
(FR.n).
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Dσ = 2ρ σ +Ψ0 (FR.6)
D τ = τ ρ+ τ σ +Ψ1 (FR.7)
Dα = ρα+ β σ (FR.8)
Dβ = ασ + ρ β +Ψ1 (FR.9)
D γ = τ α+ τ β +Ψ2 (FR.10)
Dλ = ρ λ+ σ µ (FR.11)
Dµ = ρ µ+ σ λ+Ψ2 (FR.12)
D ν = τ µ+ τ λ+Ψ3 (FR.13)
∆Ψ0 − δΨ1 = (4 γ − µ)Ψ0 − 2 (2 τ + β)Ψ1 + 3 σΨ2 (FR.14)
∆Ψ1 +DΨ1 − δΨ2 − δΨ0 = (ν − 4α)Ψ0 − 2 (µ− γ − 2 ρ)Ψ1 − 3 τ Ψ2 + 2 σΨ3 (FR.15)
∆Ψ2 +DΨ2 − δΨ3 − δΨ1 = −λΨ0 − 2 (α− ν)Ψ1 + 3 (ρ− µ)Ψ2 − 2 (τ − β)Ψ3 + σΨ4 (FR.16)
∆Ψ3 +DΨ3 − δΨ4 − δΨ2 = −2λΨ1 + 3 νΨ2 + 2 (ρ− γ − 2µ)Ψ3 + (4 β − τ)Ψ4 (FR.17)
DΨ4 − δΨ3 = −3λΨ2 + 2αΨ3 + ρΨ4 (FR.18)
an be derived. These equations, besides onstituting a determined system for the vetor variable,
V, are as good as the omplete set of the Newman-Penrose equations. More preisely, what was
proved by Friedrih (see Theorem 1. of [16℄) an be rephrased as.
Theorem 5.1 Denote by V0 an initial data set, satisfying the inner Newman-Penrose equations
on the initial data surfae omprised by the pair of interseting null hypersurfaes H˜1 and H˜2. If V
is the solution on the domain of dependene D[H˜1 ∪ H˜2] to the redued vauum eld equations with
V| eH1∪ eH2 = V0, then V is also a solution to the full set of the Newman-Penrose equations. Moreover,
the metri, the onnetion and the urvature tensor determined by V are so that the onnetion will
be metri and torsion free, as well as, the urvature tensor whih an be built from the Weyl spinor
omponents is the urvature tensor assoiated with this torsion free onnetion.
We would like to emphasise that the ondition requiring the initial data V0 to satisfy the inner
Newman-Penrose equations on H˜1∪H˜2 is not as restritive as it seems to be. Indeed, if we are given
a pair of smooth null hypersurfaes H˜1 and H˜2 interseting on a 2-dimensional spaelike surfae Z˜,
some of the Newman-Penrose equations will be interior equations on Z˜, H˜1 and H˜2, respetively.
Therefore, as it was shown by Friedrih, see the argument related to Lemma 1. in [16℄, we may
start with a redued initial data set, V
red
0 , whih onsists of the speiation of the Weyl spinor
omponents Ψ4 on H˜1 and Ψ0 on H˜2, moreover, it inludes the speiation of the spin-oeients
ρ, σ, τ, µ, λ, along with a vetor eld ξA suh that gAB = −(ξAξB + ξAξB) is a negative denite
metri, on Z˜. It is argued then that the inner equations on Z˜ an be solved algebraially for the
rest of the variables listed in V. Moreover, one the omponents of V are known on Z˜ the desired
initial data V0 an be determined on H˜1 and H˜2 by integrating a sequene of ordinary dierential
equationsthese are the orresponding inner equationsalong the null geodesi generators a H˜1
and H˜2, respetively. Notie that this V0, by onstrution, satises all the inner equations as it was
assumed in Theorem5.1 above. The way V0 is determinedin the partiular ase of a bifurate
Killing horizon, H˜∗ = H˜1 ∪ H˜2will be illustrated in Subsetion 5.4. What will be important for us
in our later investigations is the following result of Friedrih [16℄.
Lemma 5.1 Assume that V is a solution to the Newman-Penrose equations. Denote by V0 the
restrition of V onto H˜1 ∪ H˜2, moreover, by Vred0 the orresponding redued initial data as speied
above. Then Vred0 , along with the Newman-Penrose equations, determines uniquely the initial data
set V0 on H˜1 ∪ H˜2.
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In addition to the fat that the above redued vauum eld equations, (FR.1)-(FR.18), omprise
a determined system, it an also be veried that, when written out in Gaussian null oordinates
(u, r, x3, x4) in O˜, they possess the form
A
µ · ∂µV+ B = 0, (5.9)
where the matries Aµ and B smoothly depend on V, along with its omplex onjugate V. Moreover,
it an also be seen that the matries Aµ are Hermitian, i.e., AµT = Aµ and the ombination
Aµ(nµ + lµ) is positive denite at least in a suiently small neighbourhood of H˜1.
The validity of the latter assertions an be justied by diret inspetion of equations (FR.1)-
(FR.18). Notie rst that the oeient matries of the derivative operators D,∆, δ, δ have the form
of 18× 18 matries given as
A
D =


1 0
0
0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1


A
∆ =


0 0
0
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0


(5.10)
A
δ =


1 0
0
0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0 −1
0 0 0 0 0


A
δ =


0 0
0
0 0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0


, (5.11)
where 1 stands for the 13× 13 identity matrix while 0 always denotes suitable type of matries with
identially zero elements. Taking then into aount the deomposition
A
µ · ∂µ = AD ·D+ A∆ ·∆+ Aδ · δ + Aδ · δ , (5.12)
along with the relations (5.7), expressing the derivative operators D,∆, δ, δ in terms of the partial
derivatives with respet to the Gaussian null oordinates (u, r, x3, x4) in O˜, we get that
A
u = A∆ (5.13)
A
r = AD + U · A∆ + ω · Aδ + ω · Aδ (5.14)
A
A = XA · A∆ + ξA · Aδ + ξA · Aδ . (5.15)
It is straightforward to see then, in virtue of the expliit forms of the matries AD, A∆, Aδ and Aδ
given by (5.10) and (5.11), that Au, Ar and AA are Hermitian, i.e.,
A
µT = Aµ . (5.16)
Similarly, the ombination Aµ(nµ + lµ) an be seen to be positive denite (at least) in a suiently
small open neighbourhood of H˜1 sine
A
µ(nµ + lµ)| eH1 = (Au + Ar)| eH1 = AD + A∆ (5.17)
thereby its determinant, det (Aµ(nµ + lµ)), takes the value 8 on H˜1.
As a diret onlusion of all above, the system omprised by (FR.1)-(FR.18) is a quasilinear
symmetri hyperboli system for whih the existene and uniqueness of solutions is guaranteed
whih, in turn, justies then the following theorem (see Theorem 2. of [16℄).
Theorem 5.2 In the harateristi initial value problem to any `redued initial data set' there always
exists a unique solution to the vauum Einstein's equations.
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5.3 Further geometrial properties
In returning to our basi problem notie rst that the distorted blak hole spaetimes under on-
siderations are denitely not the most generi ongurations to whih the above realled results are
known to apply. Thereby, even a redued initial data set should further simplify. To see that this
really happens let us reall rst that sine the event horizon was supposed to be a Killing horizon the
bifurate horizon H˜∗ is neessarily expansion and shear free. This, in virtue of some of the results
of [52℄ (see Remarks 3.1 and 6.1 of that referene), implies that in a distorted blak hole spaetime
with matter satisfying the dominant energy ondition, the spin oeients λ and µ vanish on H˜1,
while σ and ρ were shown to be identially zero on H˜2. It also follows that the horizon Killing vetor
eld K
∗a
is a repeated prinipal null vetor of the Weyl and Rii tensors on H˜∗ = H˜1 ∪ H˜2. More
preisely, it was shown in [52℄ that the Rii spinor omponents Φ22 and Φ21, as well as, the Weyl
spinor omponents Ψ3 and Ψ4 vanish on H˜1. Similarly, Φ00 and Φ01, as well as, Ψ0 and Ψ1, vanish
on H˜2.
In addition to the gauge hoies that have already been made, as a onsequene of the fat that
K
a
is the horizon Killing vetor eld, we also have.
Lemma 5.2 The spin oeient τ vanishes on H˜1.
Proof It follows from the denition τ , along with the fats that la = ∇au and lana = 1 in O˜, that
τ = namb∇alb = namb∇bla = −lamb∇bna (5.18)
everywhere in O˜. Sine ma is tangential to N˜ , ma| eN = ξA∂xA , in evaluating the term mb∇bna
on N˜ the way na extends from N˜ onto O˜+ = {p ∈ O˜ |u > 0} does not matter. Thereby, in
alulating mb∇bna on N˜ the substitution na = 1/(κ◦u) ·Ka, see (5.2), an be applied. Taking into
aount, then, that £mu = £lu = 0 everywhere in O˜, moreover, that Ka is a Killing vetor eld, i.e.
∇bKa = −∇aKb in O˜+, it follows from (5.18) that
τ = − 1
κ◦u
lamb∇bKa = 1
κ◦u
lamb∇aKb = lamb∇anb (5.19)
on N˜ . This relation, along with the fat that na is parallel with respet to la, justies then that
τ has to vanish on N˜ . Due to the `wedge reetion' symmetry of the extension (O∗, g∗ab) τ also
vanishes on H˜1 \ Z˜ and, in turn, by ontinuity, on the entire of H˜1.
Notie that the above lemma does not laim that the spin oeient τ should have to vanish for
all the possible hoies of a omplex null tetrad. It does merely guarantee the vanishing of τ on H˜1
for those tetrads whih are ompatible with the gauge hoies have been made above.
The following lemma provides a simple geometri haraterisation of the (future) event horizon
N in terms of the spin oeient ρ.
Lemma 5.3 The 3-parameter family of null geodesis with tangent la is non-ontrating on the
(future) event horizon N˜ in the diretion of the domain of outer ommuniation, DN , if and only if
ρ ≥ 0 at N˜ .
Proof Start by realling that the spin-oeient ρ is dened as ρ = mamb∇alb whih, along with
the relations ∇alb = ∇bla, gab = lakb + kalb −mamb −mamb and that all the tetrad vetors are
parallelly propagated with respet to la as well as that la is null everywhere, gives that
ρ = mamb∇alb = −1
2
gab∇alb = −1
2
θ(l) =
1
2
θ(−l), (5.20)
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where θ(l) denotes the expansion of the null ongruene with respet to l
a
. Thus, the expansion
of the null geodesis geodesis pointing towards DN on the (future) event horizon N˜ , with tangent
vetor −la, is non-negative if and only if ρ ≥ 0.
5.4 The determination of a full initial data set
In virtue of Lemma5.1 and Theorem5.2 from a redued initial data set the full information assoiated
with a solution of the vauum Einstein's equations an be reovered in the domain of dependene of
the initial data surfae. Moreover, a redued initial data set, Vred0 , is given as
V
red
0 = {ρ, σ, µ, λ, τ ; ξA}| eZ ∪ {Ψ4}| eH1 ∪ {Ψ0}| eH2 (5.21)
Aordingly, in ase of a onsidered distorted blak hole spaetime, we need to speify the spin-
oeients ρ, σ, µ, λ, τ and the vetor eld ξA on Z˜, moreover, Weyl spinor omponents Ψ4 on H˜1
and Ψ0 on H˜2.
In virtue of the observations made in the previous subsetion, the redued initial data set sim-
plies onsiderably in ase of our ongurations sine the initial data surfae is omprised by two
expansion and shear free null geodesi ongruenes. This, along with lemma 5.2, implies that the
only non-trivial quantity whih an yet be freely speied as our initial data on H˜1∪H˜2 is nothing
but the vetor eld ξA on Z˜.
To illustrate the way a full initial data set is produed from a redued one, moreover, to appreiate
the robustness of the setup of [47, 16℄ we shall arry out the determination of a full initial data set
V0, on H˜1 ∪ H˜2, from the signiantly simplied one
V
red
0 = {ρ = σ = µ = λ = 0 ; ξA}| eZ ∪ {Ψ4 = τ = ν = γ = 0}| eH1 ∪ {Ψ0 = 0}| eH2 , (5.22)
whih is ompatible with all of our former observations onerning the geometrial properties of
a bifurate Killing horizon of a stationary distorted blak hole, as well as, with all of the gauge
onditions we have made.
Let us start by onsidering the inner equations we have on Z˜. Notie rst that (NP.6.11k)
and (NP.6.11m) immediately implies that both Ψ1 and Ψ3 vanishes on Z˜. Furthermore, (NP.6.10f),
along with our gauge onditions τ = α+ β in O˜ and, in partiular, τ = 0 on H˜1, gives that
δξ
A − δξA = 2 (β ξA − β ξA). (5.23)
This equation an be solved algebraially for β and β = −α on Z˜. By applying then (NP.6.11l) we
immediately get
− δβ − δβ = 4 β β −Ψ2. (5.24)
whih xes the value of Ψ2 on Z˜. Notie that the last relation also imply that Ψ2 is neessarily real
on Z˜.
Consider now the inner equations on H˜2. First of all, sine Ψ0 ≡ 0 there (NP.6.12a), along with
the fat that Ψ1| eZ ≡ 0, implies that Ψ1 ≡ 0 on H˜2. Similarly, sine ρ| eZ ≡ 0 and σ| eZ ≡ 0, (NP.6.11a)
and (NP.6.11b) imply that ρ ≡ 0 and σ ≡ 0 on H˜2. The vanishing of ρ, σ and Ψ1 on H˜2 an then
be used, along with (NP.611-d-e), to onlude that
Dα = Dβ = Dτ = 0 (5.25)
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on H˜2, whih along with the vanishing of τ on Z˜ does imply that τ ≡ 0 on H˜2. Similarly, (NP.6.12b)
gives then
DΨ2 = 0 (5.26)
on H˜2. In virtue of (NP.6.11g) and (NP.6.11i) we also have then that λ ≡ 0 on H˜2 sine λ vanishes
on Z˜. Two other spin oeients, γ and µ, an be determined with the help of (NP.6.11f) and
(NP.6.11h) whih, along with (5.26) and their vanishing on Z˜, give that γ = r · Ψ2 and µ = r · Ψ2
on H˜2.
By ompletely analogous reasoning the inner equations on H˜1, along with the vanishing of ν, γ
and τ there, whih follow from our gauge hoie, an be used to justify the followings. First, sine
Ψ4 ≡ 0 there (NP.6.12h), along with the fat that Ψ3| eZ ≡ 0, implies that Ψ3 ≡ 0 on H˜1. Similarly,
sine µ| eZ ≡ 0 and λ| eZ ≡ 0, (NP.6.11n) and (NP.6.11j) imply that µ ≡ 0 and λ ≡ 0 on H˜1. The
vanishing of µ, λ and Ψ3 on H˜1 an be used, along with (NP.611r-o-p), to onlude that
∆α = ∆β = ∆σ = 0 (5.27)
on H˜1. This latter relation, along with the vanishing of σ on Z˜, implies that σ ≡ 0 on H˜1. Similarly,
(NP.6.12g) gives then
∆Ψ2 = 0 (5.28)
on H˜1. The only remaining non-trivial spin oeient is ρ whih is determined with the help of
(NP.6.11q), along with (5.28) and its vanishing on Z˜, as ρ = −u ·Ψ2 on H˜1.
To have a full initial data set V0 on H˜1 ∪H˜2, in addition to what we have already derived above,
we also need to determine the behaving all of the Weyl spinor omponents on H˜1 ∪ H˜2, as well as,
the value of ν on H˜2. For instane, from (NP.6.12f) we get that ∆Ψ1 − δΨ2 = 0 on H˜1, whih, in
virtue of Ψ1| eZ = 0 and the u-independentness of Ψ2 implies that
Ψ1 = u · δΨ2 (5.29)
on H˜1. By an analogous argument, we also get, from (NP.6.12e) and from what we have just
established, that
Ψ0 =
1
2
u2
(
δ2Ψ2 − 2β · δΨ2
)
(5.30)
holds on H˜1.
Completely parallel to the reasoning applied in the previous paragraph we an also show, by
making use of (NP.6.12) and (NP.6.12d), that
Ψ3 = r · δΨ2 (5.31)
and
Ψ4 =
1
2
r2
(
δ
2
Ψ2 + 2α · δΨ2
)
(5.32)
hold on H˜2. Finally, by making use of (NP.6.11i) and (5.31) the value of ν an be determined on
H˜2 as
ν =
1
2
r2 · δΨ2. (5.33)
It is also informative to ollet what we have already established on H˜1 ∪ H˜2 (see Table 1). In
order to simplify some of the involved expressions the edth-operator, ð, of Newman and Penrose
[48℄ has been applied. For instane, sine Ψ2 is a {0, 0}-type salar δΨ2 an also be written as
δΨ2 = ðΨ2 . (5.34)
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Notiing also that the {p, q}-type of δΨ2 is {1,−1}whih is in aordane with the fat that δΨ2
possesses spin-weight  s = 12 (p− q) = 1 and boost-weight  b = 12 (p+ q) = 0we get, in virtue of
(2.14) of [27℄ and by the relation τ = α+ β = 0 whih holds on Z, that
δ2Ψ2 − 2β · δΨ2 = ð2Ψ2. (5.35)
Applying then (5.34) and (5.35), along with their omplex onjugates, the full initial data set an
be given as in Table 1.
H˜1 Z˜ H˜2
ρ = −u ·Ψ2 ρ = 0 ρ = 0
µ = 0 µ = 0 µ = r ·Ψ2
σ = λ = τ = 0 σ = λ = τ = 0 σ = λ = τ = 0
∆α = ∆β = 0 α, β : τ = α+ β = 0 Dα = Dβ = 0
∆Ψ2 = 0 ξ
A & α, β → Ψ2 DΨ2 = 0
Ψ0 =
1
2u
2 · ð2Ψ2 Ψ0 = 0 Ψ0 = 0
Ψ1 = u · ðΨ2 Ψ1 = 0 Ψ1 = 0
Ψ3 = 0 Ψ3 = 0 Ψ3 = r · ðΨ2
Ψ4 = 0 Ψ4 = 0 Ψ4 =
1
2r
2 · ð2Ψ2
(gauge) ν = γ = 0 → ν = γ = 0 → ν = 12r2 · ðΨ2, γ = r ·Ψ2
Table 1: The full initial data set V0, on the interseting null hypersurfaes eH1 ∪ eH2.
5.5 The behaviour of the urvature along the generators of N
This short subsetion is to show that, in general, parallelly propagated  urvature singularities may
our along the generators of H∗. To get some hints about this point it is rewarding to inspet
Table 1 for a short while. What might not be too striking for the rst glane is the u-dependene
of the Weyl spinor omponents Ψ0 and Ψ1 along the null geodesi generators of H˜1, and similarly,
the r-dependene of Ψ3 and Ψ4 along the null geodesi generators of H˜2. Obviously, all of these
quantities vanish at the bifuration surfae but when we approah the asymptoti ends of H˜1 or H˜2
they blow up.
Clearly, suh a blow up of the Weyl spinor omponents does not our if δΨ2 = ðΨ2 = 0 on
Z but this ondition seems to be very restritive. It is not hard to justify that it is equivalent to
requiring Z to be a metri sphere, and this ondition in the pure vauum ase, onsidered in this
setion, is satised only by the Shwarzshild solution. Therefore the following question immediately
emerge. Is it true that all the other blak hole spaetimes, inluding the Kerr solution, possess the
indiated type of urvature blow up? It is also important to know whether we do really have a
blow up of ertain measurable quantities or what is indiated above is simply the onsequene of
an inappropriate hoie of a frame eld along the null geodesi generators of the bifurate event
horizon. In this respet it is informative to have the following.
Proposition 5.1 The blow up of the Weyl spinor omponent Ψ1 along the generators of H˜1 is
always assoiated with true parallelly propagated  urvature singularity.
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Proof The validity of the above assertion an be justied by the inspetion of omponents of the
Weyl tensor, with respet to basis elds parallelly propagated along the generators of H˜1. First we
shall show that unit norm real vetor elds Xa(A) , A = 3, 4, an be hosen so that {la, na, Xa(A)} will
serve as a suitable pseudo-orthonormal parallelly propagated basis elds along the generators.
To see this notie rst that na is parallelly propagated with respet to itself on H˜1. Next it will
be veried that la is also parallelly propagated with respet to na on H˜1. In doing so notie that
ne∇ela = 0 on H˜1 if all the ontrations nane∇ela, lane∇ela and mane∇ela vanish there. The rst
ontration vanishes sine nan
e∇ela = −lane∇ena and na is parallelly propagated with respet to
itself on H˜1. The seond ontration is zero beause la is null everywhere. Finally, the vanishing of
the third ontration on H˜1 is guaranteed by Lemma5.2.
To get the desired basis eld {la, na, Xa(A)} the spaelike unit vetor elds Xa(A) , A = 3, 4, are also
needed to be speied. In this respet it is important to note that by hoosing the smooth funtions
Θ(A) : h1 → R along any generator h1 of H˜1 suitably the desired unit norm real spaelike vetor
elds Xa(A) an be given as the linear ombinations X
a
(A) = cosΘ(A) · xa + sinΘ(A) · ya of the unit
spaelike vetors xa = 1√
2
(ma +ma) and ya = i√
2
(ma −ma). Then by making use of the denition
Ψ1 = −Cabcdlanblcmd , (5.36)
where Cabcd denotes the Weyl tensor, it is straightforward to verify that
Cabcdl
anblcXd(D) = −
√
2 · [cosΘ(D) ·Re(Ψ1)− sinΘ(D) · Im(Ψ1)] (5.37)
Notie also that in our ase, sine Xa(3) and X
a
(4) are spaelike members of the pseudo-orthonormal
tetrad {la, na, Xa(A)} they should also be orthogonal to eah other. Thereby, we may assume, without
loss of generality, that Θ(4) is hosen so that Θ(4) = Θ(3) + π/2 everywhere along the generator h1.
Then, (5.37), along with this relation, an be used to justify(
Cabcdl
anblcXd(3)
)2
+
(
Cabcdl
anblcXd(4)
)2
= 2
[
(Re(Ψ1))
2
+ (Im(Ψ1))
2
]
, (5.38)
whih immediately implies that whenever the Weyl spinor omponent Ψ1 blows up along h1 while
u→∞ then either of the ontrations CabcdlanblcXd(A) , A = 3, 4, must also blow up there.
We would like to reall that the possible appearane of parallelly propagated urvature sin-
gularities in blak hole spaetimes the event horizon of whih is also Killing horizon was already
mentioned in [52℄ (see Remark 6.2 there for more details). Notie also that the existene of the
indiated p.p. urvature singularity is not assoiated with the inompleteness of the null geodesi
generators of the bifurate horizon. It is also interesting that there is a dierene between the pos-
sible strengths of the assoiated urvature blows up. While Ψ1 and Ψ3 might blow up only linearly
when a blow up ours in ase of Ψ0 and Ψ4 that has to be quadrati with respet to the assoiated
synhronised ane parameters.
Finally, we would like to emphasise that the above disussed p.p. urvature singularities are not
strong enough to be salar urvature singularity , i.e., neither of the salar invariants of the Weyl
tensor blows up along the generators of the event horizon. Thereby, the existene of these p.p.
urvature singularities does merely indiate that in general ertain tidal-fore eets inrease in
time, along the blak hole event horizon.
6 The loal existene and uniqueness results
As a diret onsequene of the preeding subsetions, Subsetions 5.2 - 5.4, we immediately have that
in the domain of dependene of the initial data surfae H1 ∪ H2whih is limited to a part of the
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blak and white hole regions in O∗, i.e. to a part of the ausal future, J+[Z] ∩ O∗, and past,
J−[Z]∩O∗, of Z, respetivelythe solution to the redued vauum equations is uniquely determined
one the vetor eld ξA, or equivalently the 2-metri gAB, is speied on Z. Aordingly, we have
then the following.
Theorem 6.1 Consider a vauum spaetime (M, gab) of type B and with a non-degenerate (future)
event horizon N . Then the spaetime metri gab is uniquely determined in the blak hole region one
the 2-metri of the spae of Killing orbits on N is xed.
This setion is to identify those onditions that may guarantee that the geometry of the onsidered
distorted stationary vauum blak hole spaetimes gets to be uniquely determined also on the
domain of outer ommuniation side. In doing so the fat that
K
a = κ◦uka (6.1)
is a horizon Killing vetor eld on (M, gab) will play an important role.
To start o onsider rst the eet of the null rotation
lˆa = A−1la, nˆa = Ana, mˆa = ma, (6.2)
whih leaves the diretions of la and na xed and is, in fat, nothing but the boost transformation
in the l − n plane with
A = κ◦u (6.3)
on the part O˜+ of O˜ with u > 0. Then, the transformed spin-oeients, the Weyl-spinor ompo-
nents and the derivatives an be related to the original ones as
κˆ = ǫˆ = πˆ = 0 ρˆ = A−1ρ αˆ = α γˆ = Aγ − 12κ◦ Ψˆ0 = A−2Ψ0
σˆ = A−1σ βˆ = β λˆ = Aλ Ψˆ1 = A−1Ψ1
τˆ = τ µˆ = Aµ Ψˆ2 = Ψ2
νˆ = A2ν Ψˆ3 = AΨ3
Ψˆ4 = A
2Ψ4
(6.4)
Dˆ = A−1D, ∆ˆ = A∆, δˆ = δ . (6.5)
By making use the oordinate transformation
uˆ =
1
κ◦
lnu, rˆ = κ◦ur, xˆa = xA (6.6)
the oeients of the oordinate omponents of the hatted tetrad elds
lˆµ(= Lµ) = δµrˆ, nˆ
µ = δµuˆ + Uˆδ
µ
rˆ + Xˆ
AδµA, mˆ
µ = ωˆδµrˆ + ξˆ
AδµA (6.7)
an be seen to take the form
ωˆ = Aω, ξˆA = ξA, XˆA = XA, Uˆ = A2U + κ◦rA . (6.8)
The ovariane of the Newman-Penrose equations, i.e., the fat that they neessarily possess the same
form in terms of the hatted variables as they had before, an be justied by a diret alulation
simply by substituting all of these relations to the original Newman-Penrose equations.
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In addition, it is also straightforward to see that the argument presented in Subsetion 5.2 does
apply to the hatted version of the redued vauum eld equations, (FR.1)-(FR.18), i.e., these
hatted equations do give rise to a determined system of the form
Aˆ
µˆ · ∂µˆVˆ+ Bˆ = 0, (6.9)
where the matries Aˆµˆ and Bˆ, besides depending smoothly on the vetor valued variable
Vˆ = (ξˆA, ωˆ, XˆA, Uˆ ; ρˆ, σˆ, τˆ , αˆ, βˆ, γˆ, λˆ, µˆ, νˆ; Ψˆ0, Ψˆ1, Ψˆ2, Ψˆ3, Ψˆ4) , (6.10)
along with its omplex onjugate Vˆ, are so that for any value of µˆ the matries Aˆµˆ are Hermitian,
i.e., AˆµˆT = Aˆµˆ and the ombination Aˆµˆ(nˆµˆ + lˆµˆ) is positive denite (at least) in a suiently small
neighbourhood of N˜ in O˜+. Aordingly, (6.9) an be seen to be a quasilinear symmetri hyperboli
system for the variable Vˆ.
This property, along with the fat that K
a = (∂/∂uˆ)
a
is a Killing vetor eld on O˜+ will play
important role in the rest of this setion. Reall that, in the vauum ase, the vanishing of the Lie
derivative of the Weyl tensor, £KCabcd, immediately follows from the fat that K
a
is a Killing vetor
eld. This an be used in justifying the laim of the following.
Lemma 6.1 Assume as above that O˜+ is the part of O˜ whih an be overed by the Gaussian null
oordinates (uˆ, rˆ, xˆ3, xˆ4). Then,
£KΨˆ0 = −Cabcd lˆa(∂xˆB )b lˆc(∂xˆD )d
[
£Kξˆ
B ξˆD + ξˆB£Kξˆ
D
]
(6.11)
in O˜+.
Proof We have by the denition of Ψˆ0 that
Ψˆ0 = −Cabcd lˆamˆb lˆcmˆd (6.12)
whih, along with the symmetries of Cabcd and the third relation in (6.7), gives that
Ψˆ0 = −Cabcdlˆa(∂xˆB )b lˆc(∂xˆD )dξˆB ξˆD. (6.13)
The statement of our lemma follows then from the fats that £KCabcd vanishes, moreover, that
K = ∂uˆ, lˆ = ∂rˆ, ∂xˆ3 and ∂xˆ4 are oordinate basis vetor elds so they ommute.
Lemma 6.2 The derivatives £Kξˆ
A
, £Kρˆ, £Kσˆ and £KΨˆ0 vanish on O˜+.
Proof Notie rst that, in virtue of Table 1 and by (6.4), ξˆA = ξA, ρˆ = −Ψ2/κ◦ and σˆ = 0 all
are independent of uˆ on N˜ whene the deviates £KξˆA, £Kρˆ, £Kσˆ vanish there. In addition, sine
K = ∂uˆ and lˆ = ∂rˆ ommute we also have, in virtue of (NP.6.10a), (NP.6.11a) and (NP.6.11b), that
Dˆ(£Kξˆ
A) = £Kρˆ · ξˆA + ρˆ ·£KξˆA +£Kσˆ · ξˆA + σˆ ·£KξˆA (6.14)
Dˆ(£Kρˆ) = 2ρˆ ·£Kρˆ+£Kσˆ · σˆ + σˆ ·£Kσˆ (6.15)
Dˆ(£Kσˆ) = 2£Kρˆ · σˆ + 2ρˆ ·£Kσˆ +£KΨˆ0 . (6.16)
Notie also that, in virtue of Lemma6.1, the system omprised by (6.14), (6.15) and (6.16), along
with the omplex onjugate of (6.14) and (6.16), gives rise to be a homogeneous linear system for
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the variables £Kξˆ
A
, £Kρˆ, £Kσˆ, £Kξˆ
A
, £Kσˆ, along the null geodesi ongruenes with tangent lˆ
a
in
O˜+. This, along with the vanishing of the deviates £KξˆA, £Kρˆ, £Kσˆ on N˜ , justies then the major
part of our laim. What remains to be shown is the vanishing of £KΨˆ0 in O˜+ whih follows then in
virtue of (6.11).
The assertion of the following lemma an be justied by an argument that is ompletely analogous
to the one applied above. First notiing that in virtue of Table 1 and (6.4) the £K-derivatives of
quantities in question vanish on N˜ . Then, by applying the pertinent Newman-Penrose equations a
homogeneous linear system an be derived, along the null geodesi ongruenes with tangent lˆa, for
the £K-derivatives of the onsidered quantities whih an, nally, be used to justify the vanishing
of the relevant £K-derivatives everywhere in O˜+.
Lemma 6.3 The Lie derivatives £KXˆ
A
, £Kωˆ, £Kαˆ, £Kβˆ, £Kγˆ, £Kλˆ, £Kµˆ, £Kνˆ, £KΨˆ1, £KΨˆ2,
£KΨˆ3 and £KΨˆ4 vanish on O˜+.
As a onlusion of the above lemmas we have that whenever K
a = (∂/∂uˆ)a is a Killing vetor
eld then all the metri funtions, the spin-oeients and the Weyl spinor omponents, appearing
in the vetor valued variable (6.10) have to be uˆ-independent in O˜+. As an immediate impliation
we have then that in O˜+ the derivative operator ∆ˆ simplies to
∆ˆ = Uˆ · Dˆ + XˆA∂xˆA . (6.17)
Thereby, it seems to be plausible to onsiderwhih will be done hereafterequation (6.9) as system
of rst order partial dierential equations (PDEs) on null hypersurfaes interseting N˜ transversely.
To make this to be more onrete, take any of the smooth ross-setions Z˜uˆ of N˜ . Dene N˜ Tuˆ to be
the null hypersurfae spanned by the null geodesis with tangent lˆa = La in O˜+ and whih interset
N˜ at the points of Z˜uˆ. Then, on N˜ Tuˆ the redued equations (6.9) an be given as
Aˆ
rˆ · ∂rˆVˆ+ AˆAˆ · ∂AˆVˆ+ Bˆ = 0, (6.18)
with Hermitian oeient matries
Aˆ
rˆ =


1 0
0
Uˆ −ωˆ 0 0 0
−ωˆ 1 + Uˆ −ωˆ 0 0
0 −ωˆ 1 + Uˆ −ωˆ 0
0 0 −ωˆ 1 + Uˆ −ωˆ
0 0 0 −ωˆ 1


(6.19)
Aˆ
Aˆ =


0 0
0
XˆA −ξˆA 0 0 0
−ξˆA XˆA −ξˆA 0 0
0 −ξˆA XˆA −ξˆA 0
0 0 −ξˆA XˆA −ξˆA
0 0 0 −ξˆA 0


, (6.20)
moreover, the determinant of Aˆrˆ an also be seen to take the form
det
(
Aˆ
rˆ
)
= (Uˆ − ωˆωˆ)(1 + Uˆ)
[
(Uˆ + 1)2 − 2ωˆωˆ
]
. (6.21)
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In proeeding, notie rst that sine the horizon is non-degenerate, κ◦ 6= 0, as well as, we have
that Dˆ(Uˆ − ωˆωˆ)| eZuˆ = κ◦, the term Uˆ − ωˆωˆ must hange sign at Z˜uˆ. Thereby the harater of (6.18)
ould, in priniple, be dierent on the two sides of the event horizon, N . For instane, Uˆ − ωˆωˆ an
be seen to be positive on the blak hole region side of N˜ whih, in aordane with Theorem6.1,
implies that the system (6.18), as it stands, is already symmetri hyperboli on N˜ Tuˆ , at least in a
small neighbourhood of Z˜uˆ, in J+[Z˜uˆ] \ Z˜uˆ. On the other hand, by multiplying, e.g., the relevant
form of (FR.4), i.e., the metri equation for Uˆ , in (6.18) by −1, the yielded set of PDEs an be
seen to possess the form of a rst order symmetri hyperboli system everywhere on the domain
of outer ommuniation side exept on Z˜uˆ. Nevertheless, in the smooth ase the justiation of
the uniqueness of solutions to the assoiated Cauhy problemwhih is desired to be done on the
domain of outer ommuniation sidewill not be immediately obvious sine the system (6.18) is
irregular. More preisely, in verifying the uniqueness of the solutions to our spei Cauhy problem
we need to nd suitable results guaranteeing the existene and uniqueness of solutions to rst order
quasilinear systems with a `singular' foring term. Although very few generi results are known
onerning this type PDEs the one we have is apparently very lose to the form of Fuhsian-type
equations whih have been studied extensively in general relativity mainly under the leadership
of Rendall (for related results see, e.g., [13, 39, 55, 56℄). It is worth, however, emphasising that
neither of the available results seems to apply immediately to the partiular form of the PDEs we
have. Therefore, in the smooth ase the problem remains to be open, nevertheless, what has been
disussed above an be summarised as.
Proposition 6.1 Consider a vauum spaetime (M, gab) of type B and with a non-degenerate (fu-
ture) event horizon N . Then the spaetime metri gab is uniquely determined, in a neighbourhood of
Nbesides the blak hole region also on the domain of outer ommuniation sideby the 2-metri of
the spae of Killing orbits on N , if the existene and uniqueness of solutions to the Cauhy problem
relevant for (6.18) an be guaranteed on N Tuˆ ∩ DN .
Clearly, the Cauhy problem for (6.18) annot have unique solutions in the smooth ase unless
the uniqueness is guaranteed in the analyti setting. The rest of this subsetion is to show that
(6.18) possesses unique solutions in the analyti ase.
Start by inspeting (6.18). It gets to be immediately transparent that the equation whih an
be dedued from (NP.6.12e) and whih takes the form
Uˆ · DˆΨˆ0 + XˆA∂xˆAΨˆ0 − δˆΨˆ1 = (4γˆ − µˆ)Ψˆ0 − 2(2τˆ + βˆ)Ψˆ1 + 3σˆΨˆ2 (6.22)
is at the entre of the problems. This equation is regular everywhere on N˜ Tuˆ exept at the horizon,
N˜ , where Uˆ gets to be zero. Nevertheless, the various order of Dˆ-derivatives of Ψˆ0, along with that
of all the other omponents in Vˆ, an be determined, by an indutive algorithm, in terms of Ψ2 and
its various inner derivatives on Z˜uˆ as follows.
Reall rst that, in virtue of Table 1 and (6.4), all the initial values of the omponents of Vˆ an be
determined in terms of Ψ2 and its various inner derivatives on Z˜uˆ Notie also that the Dˆ-derivative
of (6.22), in onsequene of the vanishing of Uˆ , XˆA, DˆXˆA, µˆ, τˆ and σˆ on Z˜uˆ, redues to
DˆUˆ ·DˆΨˆ0−Dˆ(δˆΨˆ1) = (4Dˆγˆ−Dˆµˆ) ·Ψˆ0+(4γˆ− µˆ) ·DˆΨˆ0−2(2Dˆτˆ+Dˆβˆ)Ψˆ1−2βˆ ·DˆΨˆ1+3Dˆσˆ ·Ψˆ2 (6.23)
on Z˜uˆ. This relation, along with (NP.6.8), (NP.6.10d), (NP.6.11b), (NP.6.11), (NP.6.11d) and
(NP.6.11h), implies then that
3κ◦ · DˆΨˆ0 = [δˆ(DˆΨˆ1)− 2βˆ · (DˆΨˆ1)]− ρˆ[δˆΨˆ1 − 2βˆ · Ψˆ1] + 6[Ψˆ0Ψˆ2 − Ψˆ21] (6.24)
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also holds on Z˜uˆ. This relation, in virtue of (NP.6.12a), Table 1 and (6.4), along with the appliation
of the edth-operator several times, justies nally that
DˆΨˆ0| eZuˆ =
1
3κ3◦
[
1
2
ððð
2Ψ2 − 10 · (ðΨ2)2 − 2Ψ2 · ð2Ψ2
]
. (6.25)
By making use of the hatted form of the Newman-Penrose equations all the rst order Dˆ-derivative
of the other omponents of Vˆ an also be evaluated in terms of Ψ2 and its various inner derivatives
on Z˜uˆ.
We an, now, proeed indutively to show that all the higher order Dˆ-derivatives of the ompo-
nents of Vˆ an also be evaluated at Z˜uˆ in terms of Ψ2 and its suitable order of inner derivatives on
Z˜uˆ. Remember that these quantities are uniquely determined by the speiation of the 2-metri
of the bifuration surfae Z given in terms of ξA, i.e., by the only freely speiable part of the re-
dued initial data there. Suppose now, as our indutive assumption, that this an be done up to the
(p− 1)th-order Dˆ-derivatives. To justify then the regular determinay of the pth-order Dˆ-derivatives
of all the variables in Vˆ exept Ψˆ0 on Z˜uˆthis subset will be denoted as DˆpVˆΨˆ0the (p−1)th-order
Dˆ-derivatives of hatted form of the pertinent Newman-Penrose equations an be used. The key
point in our argument is that, whenever κ◦ 6= 0, the pth-order Dˆ-derivative of (6.22) an be used to
determine DˆpΨˆ0| eZuˆ as
3κ◦
(
DˆpΨˆ0
)
| eZuˆ = F
(
Vˆ, DˆVˆ, . . . , Dˆp−1Vˆ, DˆpVˆΨˆ0
)
, (6.26)
where F is a suiently regular funtion of its indiated variables and, aording to our indutive
hypothesis, all the indiated lower order Dˆ-derivatives, DˆqVˆ with 1 ≤ q < p, an be evaluated in
terms of Ψ2 and its suitable order of inner derivatives on Z˜uˆ. All the above partial results an then
be summarised as.
Theorem 6.2 Suppose that (M, gab) is a vauum spaetime of type B so that the (future) event
horizon N is non-degenerate. Assume that the spaetime (M, gab) and the event horizon N are both
analyti. Then, the spaetime metri gab is uniquely determined in a neighbourhood of N on the
domain of outer ommuniation side one the 2-metri of the spae of Killing orbits on N is xed.
Notie that, in virtue of (6.24) and (6.26), the non-generiness of N is of ritial importane in
the above argument.
7 The eletrova blak hole spaetimes
This setion is to disuss some of the dierenes whih show up in ase of the eletrova blak
hole spaetimes with non-zero osmologial onstant. We start by providing the expliit form of
the redued eld equations, whih similarly to the vauum ase, onsist of some of the Newman-
Penrose and Maxwell equations or suitable linear ombinations of pairs of the Newman-Penrose and
Maxwell equations [47℄.
Reall, rst, that eletromagneti eld, Fab, an very eetively be represented in the Newman-
Penrose formalism [47℄ by making use of the ontrations
φ0 = Fabl
amb (7.1)
φ1 =
1
2
Fab
(
lanb +mamb
)
(7.2)
φ2 = Fabm
anb , (7.3)
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while the energy momentum tensor, as given by (2.3), an be represented via the Rii spinor ompo-
nents, Φij , where the indies i, j take the values 0, 1, 2for their generi denitions see (NP.4.3b)
whih for the onsidered eletrova ase, (2.3), an be given as
Φij = 2φiφj . (7.4)
By making use of these variables the redued Einstein's equations, relevant for the eletrova ase
with osmologial onstant, Λ˜ = −6Λ, read as
D ξA = ρ ξA + σ ξ¯A (EM.1)
Dω = ρω + σ ω − τ (EM.2)
DXA = τ ξ¯A + τ¯ ξA (EM.3)
DU = τ ω + τ ω − (γ+γ) (EM.4)
D ρ = ρ2 + σ σ +Φ00 (EM.5)
Dσ = 2ρ σ +Ψ0 (EM.6)
D τ = τ ρ+ τ σ +Ψ1 +Φ01 (EM.7)
Dα = ρα+ β σ +Φ10 (EM.8)
Dβ = ασ + ρ β +Ψ1 (EM.9)
D γ = τ α+ τ β +Ψ2 − Λ + Φ11 (EM.10)
Dλ = ρ λ+ σ µ+Φ20 (EM.11)
Dµ = ρ µ+ σ λ+Ψ2 + 2Λ (EM.12)
D ν = τ µ+ τ λ+Ψ3 +Φ21 (EM.13)
∆Ψ0 − δ (Ψ1+Φ01) + DΦ02 = (4 γ − µ)Ψ0 − 2 (2 τ + β)Ψ1 + 3 σΨ2 (EM.14)
−λΦ00 − 2 β Φ01 + 2 σΦ11 + ρΦ02
∆(Ψ1 − Φ01) + D (Ψ1−Φ01)− δ (Ψ2 + 2Λ) + δΦ00 − δΨ0 + δΦ02 = (EM.15)
+(ν − 4α)Ψ0 + 2 (γ + 2 ρ− µ)Ψ1 − 3 τ Ψ2 + 2 σΨ3
+(2 τ − ν)Φ00 + 2 (µ− γ − ρ)Φ01 − 2 σΦ10 + 2 τ Φ11 + (3α− β)Φ02 − 2 ρΦ12
∆(Ψ2 + 2Λ) + D (Ψ2 + 2Λ)− δ (Ψ3 +Φ21)− δ (Ψ1 +Φ01) + ∆Φ00 +DΦ22 = (EM.16)
−λΨ0 + 2 (ν − α)Ψ1 + 3 (ρ− µ)Ψ2 − 2αΨ3 + σΨ4
+(2 γ + 2 γ − µ)Φ00−2 (α+τ )Φ01 − 2 τ Φ10 + 2 (ρ− µ)Φ11
−λΦ20 + σΦ02 + 2 β Φ21 + ρΦ22
∆(Ψ3−Φ21) + D (Ψ3−Φ21)− δΨ4 − δ (Ψ2 + 2Λ) + δΦ20 + δΦ22 = (EM.17)
−2λΨ1 + 3 νΨ2 − 2 (γ + 2µ− ρ)Ψ3 + (4 β − τ)Ψ4
+2µΦ10 − (2 β − 2α+ ν)Φ20 − 2 ν Φ11 + 2λΦ12 + 2 (γ + µ− ρ)Φ21−τ Φ22
DΨ4 − δ (Ψ3 +Φ21) + ∆Φ20 = −3λΨ2 + 2αΨ3 + ρΨ4 (EM.18)
+2 ν Φ10 − 2λΦ11 − (2 γ − 2 γ + µ)Φ20−2 (τ − α)Φ21+σΦ22
These equations have to be augmented by the redued Maxwell equations whih read as
∆φ0 − δφ1 = (2 γ − µ)φ0 − 2 τ φ1 + σ φ2 (EM.19)
∆φ1 +Dφ1 − δφ2 − δφ0 = (ν − 2α)φ0 + 2 (ρ− µ)φ1 − (τ − 2 β)φ2 (EM.20)
Dφ2 − δφ1 = −λφ0 + ρ φ2 . (EM.21)
It an be proved, ompletely parallel to the argument outlined in Subsetion 5.2 for the vauum
ase, that (EM1) - (EM21) omprise a determined system for the 21-dimensional vetor valued
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variable
V
EM
= (ξA, ω,XA, U ; ρ, σ, τ, α, β, γ, λ, µ, ν; Ψ0,Ψ1,Ψ2,Ψ3,Ψ4;φ0, φ1, φ2) . (7.5)
These equations an also be shown to be as good as the full set of the Newman-Penrose and Maxwell
equations. Moreover, when written out these equations in Gaussian null oordinates (u, r, x3, x4)
they possess the form of a rst order quasilinear symmetri hyperboli system, i.e., it an be justied
that they read as
(A
EM
)µ · ∂µVEM + BEM = 0, (7.6)
where the matries (A
EM
)µ and B
EM
smoothly depend on V
EM
and V
EM
, moreover, the matries
(A
EM
)µ are Hermitian and the ombination (A
EM
)µ(nµ + lµ) is positive denite.
In addition, it an also be shown that the redued set of initial data inludes, besides the usual
data relevant for the vauum ongurations, the value of the osmologial onstant, Λ˜ = −6Λ, and
the speiation of the Maxwell spinor omponents φ2 on H˜1, φ0 on H˜2 and φ1 at the bifuration
surfae, Z, i.e. it is given as
(V
EM
)red0 = {ρ, σ, µ, λ, τ ; ξA;φ1}| eZ ∪ {Ψ4;φ2}| eH1 ∪ {Ψ0;φ0}| eH2 ∪ {Λ ∈ R} . (7.7)
It is straightforward to justify that all the results of Setion 5.1 generalise to the eletrova ase,
whene, by summarising all the above laims, the following statement an be shown to be true.
Theorem 7.1 In the harateristi initial value problem to any `redued initial data set', (V
EM
)red0 ,
on H1 ∪H2, there always exists a unique solution, VEM , everywhere in the domain of dependene of
H1 ∪H2 to the eletrova Einstein-Maxwell equations.
The determination of a full initial data set (V
EM
)0 on H˜1 ∪ H˜2 an be done ompletely parallel
to the onstrution applied in Subsetion 5.4. The relevant results are olleted in Table 2 below.
In the eletrova ase most of the results whih have been derived previously only for the vauum
ase, remain valid with some slight modiations. For instane, the ounterpart of Theorem6.1 an
be formulated as.
Theorem 7.2 Consider a spaetime (M, gab) of type B and with a non-degenerate (future) event
horizon N . Then, both the spaetime metri gab and the eletromagneti eld are uniquely determined
in the blak hole region one the 2-metri of the spae, Z, of Killing orbits on N , as well as, the
eletri potential φ1 are xed on Z.
Completely parallel to the analysis arried out in Subsetion 5.4, by making use of the fat that K
a
is a horizon Killing vetor eld on (M, gab) and by applying the null rotation (6.2) also to the variables
φ0, φ1, φ2yielding the transformed hatted variables given as φˆ0 = A
−1φ0, φˆ1 = φ1, φˆ2 = Aφ2a
system of quasilinear rst order PDEs an be derived for the hatted version of the variables in
V
EM
. In this ase two of the hatted version of the eld equations, the ones whih an be derived
from (EM.14) and (EM.19), get to be irregular at the horizon, the latter possessing the partiular
form
Uˆ · Dˆφˆ0 + XˆA∂xˆA φˆ0 − δˆφˆ1 = (2γˆ − µˆ)φˆ0 − 2τˆ φˆ1 + σˆφˆ2 . (7.8)
Nevertheless, the following analog of Theorem6.2 an also be proved.
Theorem 7.3 Suppose that (M, gab) is a spaetime of type B so that the (future) event horizon N
is non-degenerate. Assume that the spaetime (M, gab) and the event horizon N are both analyti.
Then, both the spaetime metri gab and the eletromagneti eld are uniquely determined in a
neighbourhood of N on the domain of outer ommuniation side one the 2-metri of the spae of
Killing orbits on N , as well as, the eletri potential φ1 are xed on Z.
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H˜1 Z˜ H˜2
ρ = −u · (Ψ2 + 2Λ) ρ = 0 ρ = 0
µ = 0 µ = 0 µ = r · (Ψ2 + 2Λ)
σ = λ = τ = 0 σ = λ = τ = 0 σ = λ = τ = 0
∆α = ∆β = 0 α, β : τ = α+ β = 0 Dα = Dβ = 0
∆Ψ2 = 0 ξ
A, φ1,Λ & α, β → Ψ2 DΨ2 = 0
φ0 = u · ðφ1 φ0 = 0 φ0 = 0
∆φ1 = 0 φ1 Dφ1 = 0
φ2 = 0 φ2 = 0 φ2 = r · ðφ1
Ψ0 =
1
2u
2 ð2Ψ2 Ψ0 = 0 Ψ0 = 0
Ψ1 = u · ðΨ2 Ψ1 = 0 Ψ1 = 0
Ψ3 = 0 Ψ3 = 0 Ψ3 = r · ðΨ2
Ψ4 = 0 Ψ4 = 0 Ψ4 =
1
2r
2 ð2Ψ2
(gauge) ν = 0 → ν = 0 → ν = 12r2 ·
(
ðΨ2 + 2 ðφ1 · φ1
)
(gauge) γ = 0 → γ = 0 → γ = r · (Ψ2 − Λ + Φ11)
Table 2: The full initial data set (V
EM
)0 relevant for a stationary eletromagneti blak hole spaetime, on
the interseting null hypersurfaes
eH1 ∪ eH2.
The most signiant dierene whih shows up in the related analysis is due to the presene of a
non-zero osmologial onstant, Λ˜ = −6Λ. To have a spei example onsider the expansion of the
3-parameter null geodesi ongruene with tangent pointing towards the diretion of the domain of
outer ommuniation, DN , at N . In virtue of Lemma5.3 and Table 2, to guarantee the expansion
of this null geodesi ongruene to be non-negative everywhere on N the value of the osmologial
onstant Λ˜ (in our signature) has to be adjusted so that the inequality Ψ2+2Λ ≤ 0, or equivalently
3Ψ2 ≤ Λ˜, be satised throughout N .
8 Final remarks
In this paper some of the generi properties of stationary distorted blak hole spaetimes were
investigated. We would like to emphasise again that while all the previous investigations related to
distorted blak hole spaetimes were restrited (almost) exlusively to the stati axially symmetri
vauum ongurations the geometrial framework introdued in this paper is suitable to investigate
all the possible stationary eletrova distorted blak hole solutions.
Reall that the event horizon, N , of a generi distorted blak hole spaetime is a Killing horizon
thereby the null geodesi generators of N are expansion and shear free. Aordingly, all of these
spaetimes are also spaetimes with an isolated horizon the onept of whih were introdued
(and evolved) by Ashtekar and his o-workers (see Refs. [1, 2, 3, 4℄). It is important to emphasise,
however, that in spite of the great variety of the possible distorted blak hole spaetimessine they
all possess the horizon Killing vetor eldthey form merely a speial sublass of spaetimes with
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an isolated horizon.
Sine the spaetimes investigated in this paper are blak holes it is of obvious interest to know
whether the laws of blak hole thermodynamis ould be also derived in ontext of the distorted
blak hole spaetimes. In this respet let us mention rst that the very same question had been
answered in the onrmatory in ase of stati axially symmetri vauum distorted blak holes by
Geroh and Hartle [28℄. Thereby, it is quite onspiuous to assume that the analogous investigations
an be donealthough it was not attempt to be done in the present paperin ontext of generi
distorted blak hole spaetimes even though the dimension of the spaetime might be larger than four
or there is a higher variety onerning the topology of the event horizon (for analogous investigations
appliable in ase of 4-dimensional blak hole spaetimes with toroidal or higher genus horizons see,
e.g., [6℄, for relevant higher dimensional studies see also [5℄).
As an immediate support of the idea that the laws of blak hole thermodynamis an probably
be reovered in ase of generi distorted blak hole spaetimes reall rst that Lemma 4.2 of the
present paper does, in fat, formulate the ontent of the relevant zeroth law. In addition, as already
mentioned above, the distorted blak hole spaetimes do also t into the framework of spaetimes
with an isolated horizon within whih framework the basi laws of blak holes mehanis had been
suitable re-formulated and generalised aording to the needs of the underlying more generi setting
(see, e.g., [3, 4℄). Thereby we expet that the analogous investigations ould also be arried out
within the framework of the distorted blak holes although this should be done so that the usual
assumptions onerning the asymptoti behaviour of the underlying spaetimes are also weakened
suitably.
In this respet let us mention nally that the event horizon of a distorted blak hole is a lo-
al ausal horizon, in the sense desribed by Jaobson and Parentani [38℄. Therefore, one would
expet that a meaningful notion entropy ould also be assoiated with distorted blak holes. This
expetation is also supported by the suess of Carlip's proposal whih assigns entropy to a blak
hole by making use of its asymptoti near-horizon onformal symmetry [8, 9℄. (For some related
lassial investigations see also Refs. [43, 44, 40℄.) Sine Carlip's approah does not rely on the
global properties of the spaetime it may also be appliable in ase of distorted blak holes.
Reall that the isolated asymptotially at or asymptotially (loally) anti-de-Sitter stationary
eletrova blak hole spaetimes are also inluded by the set of distorted blak hole spaetimes
investigated in this paper. This set is signiantly larger than that of the isolated blak holes sine
we have not required a priory any sort of asymptoti properties to be possessed by the investigated
distorted blak hole spaetimes. Our main result suggests that the geometry of any 4-dimensional
eletrova distorted blak hole is uniquely determined by the geometry of the bifuration surfae,
along with the speiation of the eletromagneti eld there. Thereby, one would expet that
by integrating the eld equations outward one should be able to reover the asymptoti region of
the isolated blak hole spaetimes, as well. In this respet it would be important to nd the
preise seletion rules determining the isolated blak hole ongurations, in terms of the data
freely speiable at the bifuration surfae. Obviously, the identiation of these onditions would
oer more insight into mahinery of the blak hole uniqueness argumentwhih might be useful to
have, espeially, in ase of higher dimensional blak hole spaetimeswhene the investigation of
this issue would denitely deserve further attention.
Conerning the generi distorted blak hole spaetimes either of the following two omplementary
ases may our. The null geodesi ongruenes transverse to the future event horizon N of the
blak hole are non-ontrating everywhere towards the domain of outer ommuniation, DN , or
they might ontrat loally. In the former ase the ross-setions of N may be onsidered as being
onvex everywhere while in all the other ases they beome loally onave. Whenever a ross-
setion is loally onave the assoiated elementary spaetime region annot extend to an asymptoti
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region. We would like to mention that those distorted blak hole spaetimes with loally onave
ross-setions may also be onsidered as being rumpled hairy blak holes by adopting the onept
that a bre of their hair is represented by a past direted null geodesi while the entire hair of suh
a blak hole is represented by the (n− 1)-parameter family of null geodesi ongruenes starting at
the points of the (future) event horizon N with past direted null tangent vetor eld −La.
Aording to this piture even the isolated, i.e., asymptotially at or asymptotially (loally)
anti-de-Sitter, stationary eletrova blak holeswhih have been onsidered for long to have no
hairget to be hairy, although, their hair is perfetly set. Notie, however, that the set of distorted
eletrova blak hole spaetimes with onvex ross-setions has to be larger than that of the isolated
stationary eletrova blak holes. This set should ontain, e.g., all of those ongurations for whih
the null geodesi interseting the future event horizon N transversely are past geodesially omplete
in the domain of outer ommuniation. In virtue of the blak hole uniqueness results (at least in
the 4-dimensional ase) the orresponding spaetimes annot be asymptotially at but either of
the following two ases may happen. The topology of the ross-setions of the event horizon is
that of a 2-sphere but the geometry does possess an asymptote dierent from that of the isolated
ongurations or the ross-setions possess non-spherial topology. In the later ase a large variety
of asymptoti strutures may ourthe possibility of whih had been notied long time ago rst by
Newman and Unti (see the disussion part of [46℄)sine, in priniple, there should exist spaetimes
admitting future null innity with topology I
+ ∼ R×Z. The asymptoti symmetries of spaetimes
with non-spherial setions were investigated by Foster [15℄, while expliit examples with toroidal
setions were onstruted by Shmidt [57℄. Clearly a lot of interesting related issues have been
remained open whih would also deserve further investigations.
Let us nally mention that, in virtue of all the above disussions, it seems to be quite appropriate
to think of the bifuration surfae of a generi (non-degenerate) 4-dimensional eletrova distorted
blak hole as the unique ompat arrier of the preimage of the entire assoiated elementary
spaetime region, whih an be built up by making use of the eld equations one the arrier is
provided. In this respet we may also think of the bifuration surfae of an isolated blak hole as a
holograph storing all the information onerning the assoiated stationary blak hole spaetime.
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